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Ke Ruiwen Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

2020 was an extraordinary year. Facing the outbreak of the COVID-19 Epidemic
(“Epidemic”), the Company coordinated its efforts in Epidemic prevention and
control with operation and development, firmly seized opportunities emerging
from the digital transformation of the economy and society, and promoted the
“Cloudification and Digital Transformation” strategy on all fronts. The Company
also strengthened its sci-tech innovation capabilities and deepened corporate
reforms, achieving steady growth of its operating results, while continuing to
share the high-quality development results of the Company with its shareholders
and the society.
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服務收入
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4.5%
Service revenues
規模約
國內行業
Surpassing industry’s
3.36億戶
第 位
average growth rate over
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several consecutive years
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OVERALL RESULTS
In 2020, operating revenues of the Company amounted to RMB393.6 billion, representing

9

01

an increase of 4.7% over last year. Service revenues 1 amounted to RMB373.8 billion,
representing an increase of 4.5% over last year, surpassing the industry’s average growth

1

rate2 over several consecutive years. Of which, mobile service revenues amounted to
RMB181.7 billion, representing an increase of 3.5% over last year. Wireline service revenues
amounted to RMB192.1 billion, representing an increase of 5.5% over last year. EBITDA3
amounted to RMB118.9 billion, representing an increase of 1.4% over last year. Net profit4
amounted to RMB20.9 billion, representing an increase of 1.6% over last year, while basic
earnings per share were RMB0.26. Capital expenditure was RMB84.8 billion and free cash
flow5 was RMB14.3 billion. The Company’s financial position remained robust.
Taking shareholders’ returns into full consideration, alongside the Company’s profitability,
cash flow level and capital needs for its future development, the Board of Directors has
decided to recommend at the 2020 Annual General Meeting that a final dividend equivalent
to HK$0.125 per share for the year 2020 to be declared. Going forward, the Company will
continue to create shareholder value, while fully balancing the cash flow required for the
long-term development of the Company with returns to shareholders.

1

2

3

4
5

Service revenues are calculated based on operating revenues minus sales of mobile terminals, sales of
wireline equipment and other non-service revenues.
MIIT’s statistical communique of the communications industry in 2020: telecommunications revenue grew
by 3.6% year-on-year in 2020.
EBITDA is calculated based on operating revenues minus operating expenses plus depreciation and
amortisation.
Net profit represents profit attributable to equity holders of the Company.
Free cash flow is calculated based on EBITDA minus capital expenditure, income tax and depreciation
charge for right-of-use assets other than land-use-rights.
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BUSINESS PERFORMANCE
In 2020, technologies such as 5G, cloud and artificial intelligence (AI) integrated
to bring about fusion with robust development in digital economy. The Company
built up new information infrastructure with 5G and cloud as the core, and
stimulated increasing and diversified customer demand for integrated intelligent
information services.

5G package subscribers

86.50 Mil

Penetration 24.6%

Rapid 5G penetration with subscriber scale and value further expanded
Leveraging “5G + e-Surfing Cloud”, the Company provided its users with an
excellent network experience as well as differentiated applications and services.
The Company established a 5G member privilege system unique to China
Telecom, launched exclusive privileges related to network, security, services
and etc. The Company also cooperated with more than 30 top application
partners to launch over 100 eco-privileges. Leveraging the features of high
access speed and low latency, as well as edge computing capabilities of its
5G network, the Company rolled out a number of applications featuring 5G,
including e-Surfing Cloud Drive, e-Surfing Ultra HD, Colour Ringback Tone with
Video, e-Surfing Cloud VR and e-Surfing Cloud Game. The Company took
the lead in the industry to launch 5G cloud mobile phone, namely “e-Surfing
One”, which leveraged the capabilities of cloud-network integration to break
through performance bottlenecks for devices and facilitated the accelerating
popularisation of 5G devices.
The Company’s 5G consumer service achieved a promising start, enabling a
scale expansion of its mobile subscriber market with value. As of the end of
2020, the total number of the Company’s mobile subscribers reached 351
million, representing a net addition of 15.45 million and expanding its market
share to 22.0%. The number of 5G package subscribers reached 86.50
million with a penetration rate of 24.6%. The total number of subscribers for
applications featuring 5G exceeded 150 million, while the year-on-year decline
for mobile ARPU continued to narrow.
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Convergence and upgrade of Smart Family services
with its value contribution gradually becoming
prominent
The Company comprehensively upgraded its family
informatisation services. The Company promoted its “TripleGigabit” access service comprising 5G + Fibre Broadband
+ WiFi6 as well as its Whole-home WiFi service. The
Company also optimised the Internet surfing experience of
its subscribers, designed the e-Surfing Webcam product
which integrates functionalities such as security, video,
and wireless access as a whole. The Company stimulated
families’ demand for cloud services and developed the DICT
products and services portfolio for Smart Family to meet

Chairman Ke Ruiwen presented at China
Telecom’s 5G Innovation and Cooperation
Conference

the increasingly diversified scenario-based demand from
family customers. As a result, the value of the Company’s
broadband access service was restored, with the value
contribution from Smart Family services becoming
prominent.
In 2020, the number of the Company’s broadband
subscribers reached 159 million. Revenue from wireline
broadband access amounted to RMB71.9 billion,
representing an increase of 5.1% over last year. Broadband
access ARPU was RMB38.4, up by 0.8% over last year.
The declining trend in both revenue and ARPU was turned
around. Revenue from Smart Family reached RMB11.1
billion, representing an increase of 37.5% over last year. The
broadband blended ARPU6 reached RMB44.4, representing
an increase of 4.2% over last year. The value contribution
from Smart Family continued to enhance.

6

Broadband revenue and
ARPU turned around
Smart
Family revenue

37.5%

Value
contribution of
Smart Family
increasingly
prominent

Broadband blended ARPU is calculated based on the sum of monthly average revenues from
broadband access, e-Surfing HD and Smart Family applications and services divided by the
average number of broadband subscribers.
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Accelerating development of Industrial Digitalisation7 maintaining an
upward trend
Capturing opportunities emerging from the digital transformation of the economy
and society, the Company integrated emerging information technologies such as
5G and cloud, established a digitalised platform, re-packaged its fundamental
capabilities to form new services, and accelerated its technological endowment.

≈1,900

customers signed
contracts for 5G
industry applications

The Company pioneered 5G standalone (SA) scale commercialisation and rolled
out customised 5G network to meet the differentiated demands from vertical
industries for low latency, wide-area connectivity and network security, among
others. Leveraging the technical features of 5G “Super Uplink”8, edge cloud,
and the Internet of Things (IoT), the Company built a series of benchmarks
for various vertical industries such as industrial Internet, smart energy, smart
healthcare and smart parks, and gradually launched 5G innovative applications
such as remote control, machine vision, and Automated Guided Vehicles
(AGV). As of the end of 2020, the Company had signed contracts with a total of
nearly 1,900 customers for its 5G industry applications, with more than 1,100
use cases being launched. Focusing on the scenario-based demands from
enterprises’ cloud migration, the Company continued to optimise its resource
deployment for IDC and cloud. The Company strengthened its unified cloud

>1,100
use cases launched

service capabilities comprising public, private, dedicated and hybrid clouds,
conducted proprietary research and development (R&D) of the key core
technologies for e-Surfing Cloud, collaborated with more than 500 partners, and
established a cloud product portfolio integrating cloud, data and intelligence.
In 2020, revenue from the Company’s Industrial Digitalisation reached RMB84.0
billion, representing an increase of 9.7% year-on-year, maintaining the industryleading position in terms of revenue size and market share.

COMPREHENSIVE IMPLEMENTATION
OF “CLOUDIFICATION AND DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION” STRATEGY
In 2020, the Company sped up its cloud & network convergence based
digital upgrade, established the new development pattern from an all-round
perspective and strived to enhance its market competitiveness and corporate
vitality.
7

8
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Industrial Digitalisation includes Industry Cloud, IDC, Network Dedicated Line, Internet of Things (IoT), Internet Finance, system integration services
and other informatisation services.
The development of the 5G “Super Uplink” (UL Tx switching) was led by China Telecom. It was incorporated into the 5G R16 global unified
specification by 3GPP on 3 July 2020.
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Strengthening the distribution of cloud-network capabilities and building
new infrastructure based on cloud-network integration
The Company adhered to the strategic direction of “Cloud central, Network
around, Network adaptive to cloud, Cloud and network as one”, and sped up

97

the construction of new infrastructure based on cloud-network integration.
The Company continued to promote 5G network co-building and co-sharing.
The number of 5G base stations in use exceeded 380,000. The Company
also took a global lead in achieving scale commercialisation of 5G SA network,
and launched customised 5G networks including “Wide-area”, “Adjacent” and
“Wingspan”. At the same time, the Company conducted 4G network co-sharing
and activated approximately 170,000 co-shared 4G base stations throughout
the year, which further optimised the network coverage, as well as achieved
savings in investment and operations and maintenance costs. In line with the
overall “2+4+31+X+O” deployment, the Company accelerated the construction
of e-Surfing Cloud and IDC, with the number of cloud resource pools exceeding

Industrial Digitalisation
9.7%
revenue

100 and the number of IDC cabinets exceeding 420,000. Of which, about 80%

Maintaining

of cabinets were deployed in the four major regions, namely Beijing-Tianjin-

industry-leading

Hebei, Yangtze River Delta, Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macau, and ShaanxiSichuan-Chongqing. Leveraging its massive amount of exchange buildings at
the edge, the Company commenced the development of multi-access edge
computing (MEC) and forged capabilities of cloud-edge coordination. The

position in terms of
revenue size and
market share

Company pushed forward the upgrade of its Gigabit fibre broadband network
in 280 cities and completed the construction of five major regional ROADM9
transmission backbone network with nationwide coverage, while expanding the
coverage of its superior OTN network for government and enterprise customers.
Revenue from Overall Cloud10 services reached RMB13.8 billion, with the
Company continuing to rank at forefront in terms of the market share in public
cloud in China.

9
10

ROADM represents Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer.
Overall Cloud includes Industry Cloud, Family Cloud and access service directly related to cloud, etc.
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≈700 IDC sites
420k cabinets Nationwide

No.1

12

Industry

Building a digitalised platform to empower digital transformation
The Company strengthened the planning of its digitalised platform to empower
the internal and external digital transformation. Internally, the Company pushed
forward the digitalisation of its operation. The Company explored the potential
demand for 5G and Smart Family by leveraging AI and Big Data. The coverage of
targeted marketing exceeded 85%, significantly enhancing marketing resources’
effectiveness in driving incremental revenue. The Company accelerated the
construction of its new-generation cloud-network operating system to support
the scale commercialisation of 5G SA and enhance the efficiency of service
activation and product loading, while optimising its network quality and user
experience. The Company’s overall satisfaction rate11 maintained the industryleading position. The Company also conducted proprietary research of AI
algorithms to promote energy saving for 4G base stations, as well as to explore
smart energy saving solutions for 5G base stations. The Company gradually
expanded its trial scope and implemented smart energy saving initiatives for
IDC sites. As a result, the Company’s electricity cost as a percentage of service
revenues was at low level in the industry. Applying Big Data to achieve precision
investment and construction, the Company redeployed under-utilised 4G base
stations to busy or blind-spot areas, and enhanced the utilisation rate of its fibre
broadband ports.
Externally, the Company propelled cloud migration, the use of data and
intelligence injection for its customers, and built the technological foundation
for digitalised platform. Supported by its digitalised platform, the Company
aggregated its internal fundamental capabilities including communications,
security, AI, Big Data and IoT, among others, while combining external digital
ecology, to inject intelligence powered by data and provide endowment for
products and services, so as to propel industrial digitalisation and intelligent
transformation. The number of times for capabilities deployment of the whole
network exceeded 10 billion.
Promoting sci-tech innovation to accelerate the shift towards a sci-tech
company
The Company pushed forward its R&D system reforms and stimulated vitality
for sci-tech innovation. Focusing on its technological development objectives,
the Company increased its investment in R&D, elevated the input and output
efficiency of R&D resources, and strengthened its R&D teams in key areas such

11

12
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Source is from the result of MIIT’s national user satisfaction survey on telecommunications
service quality.
Source of ranking in IDC industry: Internet Weekly
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as cloud-network integration and security. The Company strengthened its own
problem-tackling efforts for core technologies, and reinforced its challengeconfronting efforts for core technologies in key areas such as 5G, cloudnetwork integration as well as network and information security. The Company
conducted proprietary R&D of e-Surfing Cloud 3.0 and mastered 20 core

IaaS

technologies, including platform-as-a-service (PaaS). The Company commenced
scale commercialisation of e-Surfing Cloud content delivery networks (CDN)
and distributed storage systems. As a result, the Company’s competitiveness
in cloud computing market was effectively elevated. The Company’s e-Surfing
Cloud PaaS platform has been widely adopted by internal and external
customers, providing stable hosting for hundreds of millions of customers, while
CDN is serving a number of top Internet customers. The Company conducted
proprietary R&D for MEC platform and launched trial projects for top verticalindustry customers. Through the gradual deployment of equipment such as

Public cloud IaaS14

No.7
Among telcos No.1
Global

frequency-shifting MIMO indoor distribution systems, expandable small cells
and lightweight UPF13, the cost for 5G network construction was effectively
reduced. During the year, the Company completed 40 global standardisation
projects and filed 882 new patents. In GSMA, the Company led and organised
global industry chain in the development and release of “5G SA Implementation
Guidelines”. The Company also continued to optimise the planning of its scitech innovation and collaborated with partners from the ecosystem to carry
out cooperative innovation among industry, academia and R&D institutes in the
fields of quantum communications and network security. The Company also has
strategic cooperation with universities and research institutes to jointly promote
research in key technologies and application innovation.
Deepening reforms on all fronts to inspire corporate vitality and
expanding cooperation to forge ecological competitiveness
The Company pushed forward reforms on all fronts, sped up the establishment
of a new customer-oriented institutional system and built a vertically integrated
business group serving government and enterprise customers. The Company
enhanced its capabilities of informatisation development as well as its operating
vitality in government and enterprise market, by sharing and integrating
fundamental capabilities, products and services on its digitalised platform.

13
14

UPF represents User Port Function.
Source of public cloud IaaS ranking: Released by IDC in 2019.
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Overall satisfaction

The Company also orderly promoted reforms of its professional companies,
explored structural optimisation for system integration, and strengthened
core technological capabilities. System Integration company was included in
the “Science Reform Demonstration Action” list by SASAC15. The Company
commenced the restructuring of its cloud company, fully consolidated the cloud
resources, strengthened R&D, operation and ecological cooperation for its
cloud service, while also deepening the market-oriented mechanism reforms.
The Company streamlined its departments and personnel in the headquarters,
commenced reengineering for operation and management procedures, and

Maintained

industry-leading

carried out reforms to grant and delegate power to provincial branches, with an
aim to enhance operating efficiency. The Company also innovated its marketoriented talent recruitment mechanism, strengthened the recruitment and
promotion of young employees, built a team of sci-tech and innovative talents
and optimised its performance-based remuneration system, so as to enhance
employees’ vitality and efficiency. The Company strengthened its planning
of ecosystem, continued to expand its corporate boundaries and deepened
cooperation of the whole industry chain. Leveraging its core capabilities and
platform, the Company enriched the ecology for industries such as family
informatisation and vertical industries for government and enterprise customers.
The Company also strengthened cooperation and eco-aggregation with capital
financing, expanded innovative cooperation in emerging areas, and gradually
create an industry chain ecology with a larger scope and at a higher-level.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE AND SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
As a large-scale and leading full-service, integrated intelligent information
services provider in the world, the Company has long been insisting on
integrating environmental, social and governance responsibilities into its business
operation and management. The Company is also continuously enhancing
the respective risk management and internal control systems. By adhering to
excellent, prudent, and effective corporate governance principles, the Company
insists on compliance with laws and regulations, as well as standardised
and green operation. The Company proactively responded to changes in the
external environment to ensure its healthy and sustainable development and
safeguard the long-term interests of the Company and its shareholders. During

15
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State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission of the State Council.
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the past year, the Company’s continuous efforts and outstanding performance
have been widely recognised and highly acclaimed. The Company received
“ESG Leading Enterprise Award” from Bloomberg Businessweek and was
named “Most Honoured Company in Asia” for the 10th consecutive year by
Institutional Investor. The Company was also awarded the “Platinum Award –
Excellence in Environmental, Social and Governance” for the 12th consecutive
year by The Asset. In addition, the Company was awarded “The Best of Asia –
Icon on Corporate Governance” for the 13th time by Corporate Governance Asia.
Moreover, the Company was named “No.1 Best Telecommunications Company
in Asia” by FinanceAsia.
With the outbreak of the Epidemic in 2020, the Company quickly completed
the construction of 5G network and cloud platform for Huoshenshan and
Leishenshan hospitals, among others, and built the widely-acclaimed “cloud
supervision” live broadcast platform. The Company also developed 5G remote
diagnostics and consultation platforms to support Epidemic prevention and
control. The Company launched “Operation Warm Spring”, which comprised
of nine types of informatisation services, to support the resumption of work
and production for the society. The Company also provided care for its
employees and dedicated itself to safeguarding the safety and well-being
of its employees based locally and overseas. In recognition of these efforts,
China Telecom received one national group commendation and two national
individual commendations. The Company proactively shouldered the poverty
alleviation work, vigorously promoted poverty reduction in areas of industry,
employment, consumption and education. The Company continued to promote
poverty reduction in areas of network, communications and informatisation.
The targeted counties and villages which received partner assistance to poverty
reduction from our companies at different levels have all been lifted out of
poverty. The Company proactively created a favourable operating environment,
promoted value enhancement for the industry, further implemented Speed
Upgrade and Tariff Reduction and Mobile Number Portability, and safeguarded
network and information security. The Company also initiated informatisation
service support designed specifically for SME customers, while helping small,
medium and micro enterprises, as well as self-employed merchants to reduce
their operational burdens. The Company also successfully completed tasks
such as emergency communications and communications assurance for key
projects.
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OUTLOOK

Finally, on behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to
take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation

2021 marks the first year of China’s “14th Five-Year Plan”.

to all our shareholders and customers for their ongoing

Entering the new stage of its development, the Company

support. I would also like to express our sincere thanks to

will insist on new development philosophy and establish

all our employees for their hard work and contributions.

new development pattern. Seizing the opportunities

Furthermore, I would like to extend our heartfelt gratitude

brought by the robust development of digital economy

towards Mr. Chen Zhongyue and Mr. Wang Guoquan

as well as the accelerated digital transformation of the

for their outstanding contributions during their tenure as

society, the Company will comprehensively and deeply

directors of the Company.

promote “Cloudification and Digital Transformation”
strategy. The Company will continue to deepen reforms,
commence the initial public offering and listing of shares
in the domestic capital market, innovate systems and
mechanisms, enhance corporate and employees’ vitality,
expand ecological cooperation and enhance its sustainable
development capabilities. The Company will strengthen
sci-tech innovation centred around problem-tackling of
core technologies and accelerate the integration of 5G,
cloud and AI to develop new information infrastructure.
The Company will also stimulate the ever-migrating and

Ke Ruiwen
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Beijing, China

evolving demands from the society for informatisation
under converged scenarios, continue to build its digitalised
platform, and proactively empower internal and external
digital transformation. The Company will also proactively
shoulder its social responsibility to promote rural
revitalisation, and facilitate the construction of Cyberpower,
digital China and smart society. The Company will
share the results of its high-quality development with
shareholders and customers and continue to create value
for the society.
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